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It has been predicted that transverse spin current can propagate coherently (without 
dephasing) over a long distance in antiferromagnetically ordered metals. Here, we 
determine the dephasing length of transverse spin current in ferrimagnetic CoGd alloys 
by spin pumping measurements. A modified drift-diffusion model, which accounts for 
spin-current transmission through the ferrimagnet, reveals a dephasing length in nearly 
compensated CoGd that is about 4-5 times longer than that in ferromagnetic metals. Our 
results confirm partial mitigation of spin dephasing in antiferromagnetically ordered 
metals, analogous to spin echo rephasing for nuclear and qubit spin systems.   
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A spin current is said to be coherent when the spin polarization of its carriers, such as 
electrons, is locked in a uniform orientation or precessional phase. How far a spin current 
propagates before decohering underpins various phenomena in solids [1,2]. Spin decoherence 
can generally arise from spin-flip scattering, where the carrier spin polarization is randomized 
via momentum scattering [3,4]. Moreover, in magnetic materials, electronic spin current 
polarized transverse to the magnetization can decohere by dephasing, where the total carrier 
spin polarization vanishes due to averaging [5–9]. As illustrated in Fig. 1(a), electronic spins 
enter the ferromagnetic metal (FM) with the same phase but precess about the exchange field 
at different rates. The different precession rates arise due to these electronic spins having a 
wide distribution of incident wavevectors (momenta) spanned by the Fermi surface of the FM, 
such that they spend different amounts of time in the exchange field1.  Within a few atomic 
monolayers in the FM, the transverse spin polarization averages to zero, i.e., the spin current 
dephases [5–9].  In typical FMs, the dephasing length 𝜆𝑑𝑝 is only ≈1 nm [5–7,10] whereas the 
transverse spin-flip (diffusion) length 𝜆𝑠𝑓 may be considerably longer (e.g., ≈10 nm) [3,4], such 
that dephasing dominates the decoherence of transverse spin current.   
Transverse spin currents in antiferromagnetically ordered metals have been predicted to 
exhibit longer 𝜆𝑑𝑝 [11–14]. This prediction may apply not only to intrinsic antiferromagnetic 
metals (AFMs) but also compensated ferrimagnetic metals (FIMs) that consist of 
antiferromagnetically coupled transition-metal (TM) and rare-earth-metal (RE) magnetic 
sublattices [15]. In the ideal case as illustrated in Fig. 1(b), the spin current interacts with the 
staggered antiferromagnetic exchange field whose direction alternates at the atomic length 
scale. The propagating spins precess in alternating directions as they move from one magnetic 
sublattice to the next, such that spin dephasing is suppressed over multiple monolayers. This 
                                                          
1 An insulating tunnel barrier is known to filter the incident wavevectors to a narrow distribution [81], which 
can extend 𝜆𝑑𝑝.  
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cancellation of dephasing in AFM/FIMs is analogous to spin rephasing by π-pulses (Hahn spin 
echo method) in nuclear magnetic resonance [16], which has recently inspired several 
approaches of mitigating decoherence of qubit spin systems [17–19].  
The above idealized picture for extended coherence in antiferromagnetically ordered 
metals (Fig. 1(b)) assumes a spin current without any scattering and simple layer-by-layer 
alternating collinear magnetic order. Finite scattering, spin-orbit coupling, and complex 
magnetization states in real materials may disrupt transverse spin coherence [20–22]. A shorter 
overall coherence length2 results from reduced 𝜆𝑠𝑓 due to increased spin-flip rates, or reduced 
𝜆𝑑𝑝 due to momentum scattering and non-collinear magnetic order that prevents perfect 
cancellation of dephasing [20,21]. Most experiments on AFMs (e.g., polycrystalline IrMn) indeed 
show short coherence lengths of typically ≈1 nm [7,23–26]. Nevertheless, a recent experimental 
study utilizing a spin galvanic detection method [27,28] has reported a long coherence length in 
excess of 10 nm, attributed to the suppression of dephasing, at room temperature in FIMs of 
CoTb [15]. The report in Ref. [15] is quite surprising considering the strong spin-orbit coupling of 
CoTb, primarily from RE Tb with a large orbital angular momentum, which can result in 
increased spin-flip scattering [29–31] and noncollinear sperimagnetic order [32–34]. TM and RE 
elements also tend to form amorphous alloys [32–35], whose structural disorder may result in 
further scattering and deviation from layer-by-layer antiferromagnetic order. It therefore remains 
a critical issue to confirm whether the cancellation of dephasing (as depicted in Fig. 1(b)) 
actually extends transverse spin coherence in antiferromagnetically ordered metals, particularly 
structurally disordered FIMs.  
Here, we present a quantitative test for the suppressed dephasing of transverse spin 
current in ferrimagnetic alloys. Our test consists of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spin 
                                                          
2 The transverse coherence length 𝜆𝑐 can be defined as 1/𝜆𝑐 = Re [√(1/𝜆𝑠𝑓
2) − (𝑖/𝜆𝑑𝑝
2)] [10,82]. 
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pumping measurements [7,24] on a series of amorphous FIM CoGd spin sinks, which exhibit 
significantly weaker spin-orbit coupling than CoTb due to the nominally zero orbital angular 
momentum of RE Gd. Our experimental results combined with a modified drift-diffusion 
model [9,10,36,37] reveal that spin dephasing is indeed partially cancelled in nearly 
compensated CoGd, with 𝜆𝑑𝑝 extended by a factor of 4-5 compared to that for FMs. This finding 
confirms that, even in the presence of substantial structural disorder, the antiferromagnetic 
order in FIMs can mitigate the decoherence of transverse spin current. Overall, our work takes a 
crucial step towards understanding the fundamental interplay between spin current and 
antiferromagnetic order.  
The samples investigated here are Ni80Fe20(7)/Cu(4)/Co100-xGdx(d) trilayers (unit: nm) 
with x = 0, 20, 22, 23, 25, 28, and 30; details of film growth and stack structure are in the 
Supplemental Material [38]. A coherent spin current generated by FMR [39,40] in NiFe 
propagates through the diamagnetic Cu spacer and decoheres in the Co100-xGdx spin sink, 
yielding nonlocal Gilbert damping [7,24]. The Cu spacer layer suppresses static exchange 
coupling between the NiFe and CoGd layers [38]. The diamagnetic Cu spacer also 
accommodates spin transport mediated solely by conduction electrons, such that direct 
interlayer magnon coupling [14,41–43] does not play a role here. Vibrating sample 
magnetometry [38] reveals the magnetic compensation composition for Co100-xGdx thin films to 
be x ≈ 22-26, consistent with prior reports [44,45]. The angular momentum compensation 
composition is only ≈1 Gd at. % below the magnetic compensation composition, since the g-
factors of Co and Gd are similar (gCo ≈ 2.15, gGd = 2.0) [46]. CoGd layers in our stack structures 
do not show perpendicular magnetic anisotropy [15,47–56], i.e., CoGd films here are in-plane 
magnetized [44,45,57,58].  
In our FMR spin pumping measurements, the half-width-at-half-maximum linewidth ∆𝐻 
of the NiFe layer is measured via field-sweep measurements at microwave frequencies f = 2-20 
GHz [38]. The FMR response of the NiFe layer is readily deconvoluted from that of pure Co (x = 
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0), and CoGd did not yield FMR signals above our instrumental background [38]. Thus, as 
shown in Fig. 2, the Gilbert damping parameter α for the NiFe layer is quantified from the f 
dependence of ∆𝐻 through the standard linear fit, 𝜇0∆𝐻 = 𝜇0∆𝐻0 +
ℎ
𝑔𝜇𝐵
𝛼𝑓, where 𝑔 ≈ 2.1 is the 
Landé g-factor of Ni80Fe20, 𝜇0 is the permeability of free space, ℎ is Planck’s constant, 𝜇𝐵 is the 
Bohr magneton, 𝜇0∆𝐻0 (< 0.2 mT) is the zero-frequency linewidth attributed to magnetic 
inhomogeneity [59]. For NiFe without a spin sink, we obtain αno-sink ≈ 0.0067, similar to typically 
reported values for Ni80Fe20 [60,61].   
A finite thickness 𝑑 of spin sink results in a damping parameter αw/sink that is greater than 
αno-sink. For example, the damping increases significantly with just 𝑑 = 1 nm of Co (Fig. 2(a)), 
suggesting substantial spin absorption by the spin sink. By contrast, a stack structure that 
includes an insulating layer of Ti-oxide before the spin sink does not show the enhanced 
damping (Fig. 2(a)). This observation is consistent with the Ti-oxide layer blocking the spin 
current [62,63] between the spin source and spin sink layers. Thus, the enhanced damping Δα = 
αw/sink – αno-sink is nonlocal in origin, i.e., due to the spin current propagating through the Cu 
spacer and decohering in the magnetic spin sink [7,10,24,36,39,40]. The decoherence of 
transverse spin current in the spin sink is then directly related to Δα. This method is more 
straightforward to interpret than the method in Ref. [15] based on a dc spin galvanic signal, 
which could include significant parasitic contributions unrelated to spin transport [64–68].  
In contrast to the large Δα with an ultrathin FM Co spin sink, the damping enhancement 
with 𝑑 is more gradual for FIM CoGd sinks. Figure 2(b) shows exemplary linewidth versus 
frequency results where the spin sink is Co75Gd25, a composition close to magnetic 
compensation. A damping enhancement similar in magnitude to that of the 1-nm-thick FM Co 
spin sink is reached only when the Co75Gd25 thickness is several nm. This suggests that 
transverse spin-current decoherence takes place over a length scale ≫ 1 nm.  
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As summarized in Fig. 3, the damping enhancement (i.e., transverse spin decoherence) 
for each spin sink composition saturates above a sufficiently large 𝑑. This apparent saturation 
thickness –related to how far the transverse spin current remains coherent [7,10] – changes 
markedly with the spin sink composition. With FM Co as the spin sink, the saturation of Δα 
occurs at 𝑑 ≈ 1 nm, in agreement with 𝜆𝑑𝑝 reported before for FMs [7,10]. By contrast, Δα 
saturates at 𝑑 ≫ 1 nm for FIM CoGd sinks. This observation is qualitatively consistent with the 
partial cancellation of dephasing by compensated magnetic order in FIM CoGd, enabling 
transverse spin coherence deeper into the spin sink.  
At this point, what is needed is a model to fit our experimental results for the series of 
CoGd spin sinks (symbols in Fig. 3, left column) and quantify 𝜆𝑑𝑝 in a physically consistent way. 
The conventional drift-diffusion model captures spin-flip scattering in nonmagnetic 
metals [39,69,70], but not spin dephasing that is expected to be significant in magnetic metals. 
This conventional model also predicts a monotonic increase of Δα with spin sink 
thickness [39,69,70], whereas we observe non-monotonic behavior where Δα seems to 
overshoot before approaching saturation. For spin pumping studies with magnetic spin sinks, 
typical models assume complete spin dephasing within a length scale much shorter than the 
spin sink thickness (i.e., 𝜆𝑑𝑝 = 0) [40,70,71]. Others fit a linear increase of Δα with 𝑑 up to 
apparent saturation, deriving 𝜆𝑑𝑝 = 1.2 ± 0.1 nm for FMs [7,24,72]. However, it is questionable 
that this linear cut-off model applies in a physically meaningful way to our experimental results 
(Fig. 3), in which the increase of Δα to saturation is not generally linear.   
We therefore apply an alternative model that captures the dephasing (i.e., precession 
and decay) of transmitted transverse spin current in the magnetic spin sinks by invoking the 
transmitted spin-mixing conductance 𝑔𝑡
↑↓ [5,9,10,36,37,73,74]. Although 𝑔𝑡
↑↓ is analogous to the 
conventional (reflected) spin-mixing conductance 𝑔𝑟
↑↓ at the spin sink interface, 𝑔𝑡
↑↓ is a function 
of the magnetic spin sink thickness 𝑑 that vanishes in the limit of 𝑑 ≫ 𝜆𝑑𝑝 [5,9,73,74]. 
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Furthermore, whereas 𝑔𝑟
↑↓ is essentially a positive real quantity, 𝑔𝑡
↑↓(𝑑) is a complex value where 
the real and imaginary parts are comparable in magnitude [74]; Re[𝑔𝑡
↑↓(𝑑)] and Im[𝑔𝑡
↑↓(𝑑)] are 
related to the transverse spin components, respectively, within and normal to the plane defined 
by the magnetic order and the incident spin polarization (cf. Fig. 2(b) in Ref. [9]). We 
approximate 𝑔𝑡
↑↓(𝑑) with an oscillatory decay function [9],  
𝑔𝑡
↑↓(𝑑) = 𝑔𝑡,0
↑↓ (
𝜆𝑑𝑝
𝜋𝑑
sin
𝜋𝑑
𝜆𝑑𝑝
± 𝑖 [(
𝜆𝑑𝑝
𝜋𝑑
)
2
sin
𝜋𝑑
𝜆𝑑𝑝
−
𝜆𝑑𝑝
𝜋𝑑
cos
𝜋𝑑
𝜆𝑑𝑝
]) exp (−
𝑑
𝜆𝑠𝑓
), (1) 
where 𝑔𝑡,0
↑↓  is a complex coefficient. The positive (negative) sign between the real and imaginary 
terms corresponds to the net spin precession direction about an effective exchange field along 
(opposing) the net magnetization; while the effective exchange field is along the net 
magnetization in most cases, we later discuss a case where the exchange field opposes the net 
magnetization. The exponential factor with 𝜆𝑠𝑓 approximates incoherent scattering as an 
additional source of spin-current decoherence.  
We incorporate Eq. (1) into the drift-diffusion model [10] that uses the boundary 
conditions applicable to our multilayer systems. While we refer the readers to Ref. [10] and the 
Supplemental Material [38] for details, we briefly list some key assumptions that constrain the 
number of free parameters to fit our experimental results. First, the spin-flip length is set at 𝜆𝑠𝑓 =
10 nm, similar to reported spin diffusion lengths in FMs [4]. Second, the NiFe/Cu and Cu/Co 
interfaces are assumed to have the same 𝑔𝑟
↑↓, in line with the conventional understanding that 
𝑔𝑟
↑↓ at a FM/normal-metal interface is primarily determined by the normal metal [7,75]. Lastly, 
Re[𝑔𝑡,0
↑↓ ] in Eq. (1) is set constant for Co100-xGdx with x = 22-30, where the magnitude of the net 
exchange splitting is small [38]. We are therefore left with only two free fit parameters: 𝜆𝑑𝑝 and 
Im[𝑔𝑡,0
↑↓ ]. The latter represents the amplitude of net transverse spin precession about the 
magnetic order.  
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The fit results using the modified drift-diffusion model are shown as solid curves in Fig. 
3. These fit curves adequately reproduce the 𝑑 dependence of Δα for all spin sink compositions. 
We also show in Fig. 3 the corresponding 𝑑 dependence of 𝑔𝑡
↑↓, illustrating the net precession 
and decay of the transverse spin current in the magnetic spin sinks.  
With the modeled results in Fig. 3, the overshoot in Δα versus 𝑑 can now be attributed to 
the precession of the transverse spin current [9,37,73]. For a certain magnetic spin sink 
thickness, the polarization of the spin current leaving the sink is opposite to that of the spin 
current entering the spin sink; since the difference between the leaving and entering spin 
currents is related to the spin angular momentum transferred to the magnetic order, the spin 
transfer – manifesting as Δα here – can be enhanced [9,37,73] compared to when the spin 
current is completely dephased for 𝑑 ≫ 𝜆𝑑𝑝.  
In Fig. 4(a), we summarize the composition dependence of 𝜆𝑑𝑝, derived from our model 
(vertical dashed lines in Fig. 3).  Pure Co exhibits a short 𝜆𝑑𝑝 of 1.3±0.1 nm consistent with 
previous results on FM spin sinks [7]. By contrast, a significantly longer 𝜆𝑑𝑝 of 5.3±0.2 nm is 
obtained for the Co75Gd25 spin sink, whose composition is within the magnetic compensation 
window of x ≈ 22-26 [38] . With further increase in Gd content, 𝜆𝑑𝑝 decreases to 3.1±1.1 nm for 
Co70Gd30. These results indicate that 𝜆𝑑𝑝 has a non-monotonic dependence on the Gd 
concentration, with the peak approximately coinciding with magnetic compensation.  
Our results are consistent with the theoretical prediction that antiferromagnetic order 
mitigates the decoherence of transverse spin current [11–15]. In a nearly compensated FIM 
CoGd spin sink, the alternating Co and Gd moments of approximately equal magnitude (as 
qualitatively illustrated by the alternating blue and green vertical arrows in Fig. 1(b)) partially 
cancel the dephasing of the propagating spins. Transverse spin current in compensated CoGd 
is therefore able to remain coherent over a longer distance than in FMs, although it does 
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decohere within a finite length scale due to the imperfect suppression of dephasing and the 
presence of incoherent scattering.  
In addition to the enhanced 𝜆𝑑𝑝, a minimum in Im[𝑔𝑡,0
↑↓ ] is observed around the magnetic 
compensation composition (Fig. 4(b)). This finding corroborates the scenario where the nearly 
compensated magnetic sublattices reduces the net spin precession amplitude. Our results in 
Figs. 3 and 4 therefore consistently point to the suppression of spin-current dephasing enabled 
by antiferromagnetic order.  
It is important to note that FIM TM-RE alloys in general are amorphous with no long-
range structural order. Instead of the simple layer-by-layer alternating order illustrated in Fig. 
1(b), the TM and RE atoms are expected to be arranged in a rather disordered fashion. 
Considering that disorder and electronic scattering tend to quench transverse spin 
coherence [15,20,21], it is remarkable that such amorphous FIMs permit extended 𝜆𝑑𝑝 at all. We 
speculate the observed enhancement of transverse spin coherence is enabled by short-range 
ordering of Co and Gd atoms, e.g., finite TM-TM and RE-RE pair correlations in the film plane 
(and TM-RE pair correlation out of the film plane) as suggested by prior reports [15,76].  
More generally, it might be expected that transverse spin current interacts more strongly 
with the Co magnetization (from the spin-split itinerant 3d bands near the Fermi level) [48,77] 
than the Gd magnetization (primarily from the localized 4f levels ≈7-8 eV below the Fermi 
level [78,79]) – analogous to magnetotransport phenomena dominated by itinerant 3d band 
magnetism in TM-RE FIMs [45,80]. We observe evidence of this in the modeling result for 
Co75Gd25 (Fig. 3), in which the net spin precession direction (Im[𝑔𝑡
↑↓] lagging behind Re[𝑔𝑡
↑↓]) is 
opposite to that in all other spin sinks (Im[𝑔𝑡
↑↓] ahead of Re[𝑔𝑡
↑↓]). We speculate that the net 
magnetization in Co75Gd25 is slightly dominated by the Gd magnetization, but the direction of the 
net exchange field – about which the transverse spin current precesses – is governed by the Co 
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magnetization. Thus, the retrograde spin precession in Co75Gd25 suggests that transverse spin 
current interacts somewhat preferentially with the itinerant 3d TM magnetism.  
In summary, we have utilized broadband FMR spin pumping to quantify the dephasing 
length 𝜆𝑑𝑝 of transverse spin current in ferrimagnetic CoGd alloys. We obtain a maximum of 
𝜆𝑑𝑝 ≈ 5 nm in nearly compensated CoGd, consistent with the antiferromagnetic order mitigating 
the decoherence (dephasing) of transverse spin current. The observed maximum 𝜆𝑑𝑝 
constitutes a factor of ≈4-5 enhancement compared to that for ferromagnetic metals. Such 
partial spin rephasing by antiferromagnetic order – even in disordered ferrimagnetic alloys at 
room temperature – demonstrates a spin-echo-like scheme built into the solid to counter spin 
decoherence. Our finding also points to the possibility of further extending transverse spin 
coherence in structurally pristine antiferromagnetic metals, thus opening a new avenue for 
fundamental studies of spin transport in magnetic media. 
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Dephasing of coherent transverse spin current excited by ferromagnetic resonance 
(FMR) in the spin source. The spin current carried by electrons is coherent in the normal metal (NM) 
spacer layer (indicated by the aligned black arrows), but enters the spin sink with different incident 
wavevectors (dashed gray lines). (a) In the FM spin sink, the propagating spins accumulate different 
precessional phases in the ferromagnetic exchange field (red vertical arrows) and completely dephase 
within a short distance. (b) In the ideal AFM/FIM, the spin current does not dephase completely in the 
alternating antiferromagnetic exchange field (blue and green vertical arrows), as any precession at one 
sublattice is compensated by the opposite precession at the other sublattice.  
NM spacer FM sink
AFM/FIM sink
source
NM spacersource
(a)
(b)
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Half-width-at-half-maximum (HWHM) FMR linewidth versus frequency for a 
stack with a spin sink (NiFe/Cu/Co), stack without a spin sink (NiFe/Cu), and stack with an insulating Ti-
oxide spin blocker before the spin sink (NiFe/Cu/TiOx/Co). (b) FMR linewidth versus frequency for stacks 
with different Co75Gd25 spin sink thicknesses.    
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Left column: spin sink thickness dependence of nonlocal damping enhancement 
Δα. The solid curve indicates the fit using the modified drift-diffusion model. Right column: spin sink 
thickness dependence of the real and imaginary parts of the transmitted spin-mixing conductance 𝑔𝑡
↑↓ 
derived from the fit.  The vertical dashed line indicates the spin dephasing length 𝜆𝑑𝑝.  
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Spin dephasing length 𝜆𝑑𝑝 and (b) Im[𝑔𝑡
↑↓] (related to the net amplitude of spin 
precession) versus Gd content in the spin sink. The shaded region indicates the window of composition 
corresponding to magnetic compensation.  
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